








A. Background of the study 
Obsession is a behavior that every human being has. It is normal when 
someone having obsession onto something. Usually people with obsession doesn’t 
realize that their having obsession. It means that people do it subconscious. 
Obsession could be divided into positive and negative. Positive obsession when it 
comes to positive things such as obsession to studying, reading Quran and many 
more. Negative obsession comes when people do negative activity such as 
obsession hurting themselves, drugs, drinking liquor, smoking and many more.  
Problematic nowadays is that people hurt their mental and physical just 
because an obsession to something. Take example such as perfection. Perfection 
has become the standard of life that everyone is chasing. People are competing to 
chase perfection in many ways. Some people do it normally and healthy ways but 
sadly some people does it in negative ways. These people who does it in negative 
ways don’t understand the result in long t. It could be worst such as having mental 
disorders. Many mental illness patients begin only from an obsession to 
something. They do it exaggerated in negative ways and eventually hurt them 
mentally 
Darren Aronofsky as the director of this film is well known for his work in 
psychology thriller film. In one of the his interview he got a question ”what makes 
you interested in making psychology thriller film?”. He answers that the biggest 
enemy of human is fear. Fear is something that human can’t control. Fear from 
failure, fear from being unaccepted, fear from being useless and many more. 
Those are problem that human can’t control. From that fear eventually made 




He made some movies containing about psychology thriller because it is always 
has a background of someone having mental disorder. Indirectly Darren is trying 
to deliver a message that mental illness has becoming a major problem among 
people in this world 
One of his work entitled “Black Swan”. Darren Aronofsky once again use 
mental disorder as the problem. This one is about someone that having obsession 
to become perfect. This problem indirectly represent people that tries to reach 
perfection in many ways. Darren understand that many people always has a desire 
to become perfect. So in this movie he delivered a message to disenchant people 
not to exaggerated in reaching perfection in life 
In this study, the writer decided to use a movie as the object of the 
research. Movie is a kind of literary works in the form of visual art recorded and 
taken by camera that tells some story in order to entertain people. Movie is acted 
out by some actors that represented the character from the story Movie combines 
three powerful elements, namely image, story and sound to give context and 
meaning to the story being told. (Rohrbach et al., 2017) said that people 
understand movie because it included visual input such as recognize scenes, 
human activities, and participating objects. Movie could make us amaze and also 
entertain because it contains something familiar to our daily experiences which is 
love, hope, death, good, evil, violence and peace (Cloete, 2017) 
The topic in this research is Obsession for perfection. The writer chose this 
topic because Obsession for perfection is a problem that the writer believe is 
happened to all people in the world. Obsession for perfection means someone is 
trying to chase perfection in many ways and thus becoming as an obsession. A lot 
of people do this because they want to look perfect in front of everybody and 
willing to do whatever it takes to make themselves as perfect as possible. By 
doing this way, many people actually suffered in trying to get the perfection. It 
happened because many people went beyond the limits of capability as a human in 




actually realize that they sacrifice their body and mind just to reach the perfection. 
Phrase “Obsession for perfection” is a correct phrase to describe this phenomenon 
in real life 
Black Swan is a movie with psychological thriller theme. The storyline in 
this film is written by Andres Heinz and directed by Darren Aronofsky. Both of 
them are known by their play that usually based in psychology horror drama. This 
time Black Swan is also carrying the theme of psychological horror movie. 
Andres Heinz writes a storyline of a young woman lives in New York named 
Nina Sayers. She also experiencing a phenomenon that describe in third paragraph 
which is “Obsession for perfection”. Andres Heinz is trying to provide a problem 
that happened in most of people life served in form of a film. This movie is 
receiving a lot of negative comments because of the sexual content in this film 
In this analysis the writer uses the Black Swan movie. The story is written 
by Andres Heinz. The writer is conducting a research in order to find the 
Obsession for perfection experienced by Nina.  Nina is the main character of 
Black Swan movie. She is a young woman that works as a professional ballet 
performer. She is chosen to play the Swan Queen in a ballerina drama called Swan 
Lake. Because of playing Swan Queen is a character that everyone wants, Nina 
decided to do everything to make her performance perfectly. On its way to be the 
perfect Swan Queen, she feels some Obsession from many factors that eventually 
leads her to suffer some mental disorders 
This movie tells about a young woman named Nina that working as a 
ballerina dancer in New York City Ballet company led by Leroy as the main 
producers. She lives with her mother named Erica. Erica was also a ballerina 
dancer when she was young. she is an over-protective mother and treat Nina like a 
child. Nina is a beautiful, vulnerable, innocent, week woman and a fragile girl. 
One day, Leroy as the producer announces that he will hold an audition for the 
Swan Queen, Swan Queen. In order to get selected, Nina need to be able to play 




was too old, Leroy need to replace Beth with younger character. Leroy choose 
Nina to become the Swan Queen. She feels excited hearing the news but then 
Nina saw Beth crying and left her room. Seeing that Nina feels curious and then 
enters Beth’s room and takes her stuffs like lipstick, diamond earring, and nail 
clipper because she thinks it will make her become perfect as the Swan queen 
Nina’s dance is perfect for the white swan but not for the black swan. 
Leroy says that Nina should see Lily’s movement if she wants to be perfect as the 
Black Swan. After that Nina feels some strange things around her. It starts from a 
woman that looks exactly like her, a scar on her nail and some scar on her back 
although that are not real. She feels afraid that she will fail in playing Black 
Swan’s character. One night, Leroy asked Nina to come to his house  and told 
Nina if she wants to be perfect in playing black swan character she needs to touch 
her body or masturbate so she could feel the powerful energy, sexy but also 
elegant character of black swan.  
At the end of the movie, Nina was very satisfied because no one can 
replace her role. She is brave, powerful, sexy and confident also elegant just like 
Leroy expectation when playing black swan role. Everyone stands up and 
applauds, Leroy is very satisfied with the black swan’s role. Nina was surprised 
when Lily congratulate her. She realized that she just killed Lily. She checked the 
bathroom and there is nothing, no blood, no Lily corps. She cries and realizes that 
she just stabs herself and killing Lily is just a hallucination 
The show is over and the theatre filled with applause. Nina falls with 
happy feeling and she is satisfied with her success of playing swan lake character 
perfectly. Everyone is surprised when they see the wound in Nina’s stomach and 
Leroy yells to ask for a help. At the same time, Nina smiles and feels perfect like 
what she really wants to do this all along 
The writer chose this film because this film has an interesting storyline that 
no one can predicted. It requires the audience to watch the movie until the end so 




85% grade in rotten Tomatoes and also a lot positive comment. At the same time 
this movie also prohibited in some country because it shows some sexual content 
and some indecent scenes that is very sensitive for some people. But behind those 
reasons, this movie is interesting to watch because it provides some wisdoms 
which can be used as a lesson in life. Natalie Portman that playing as Nina won 
the best actress in Academy Award because of his acting which is really 
appreciate the role of Nina as the Swan Queen in the Black Swan movie. Playing 
as Nina was very hard to do because Natalie Portman need to acted out two 
different personalities 
To analyze this topic, the writer uses psychoanalysis theory. This theory is 
the most suitable theory to be implemented in this research because this theory 
talks about the condition of someone’s psychology in a form of literature. The 
form of literature which is meant here is a movie entitled “Black Swan”. This 
movie is very attached with psychological state happen in Nina Sayers as the main 
character. Therefore psychoanalysis theory is chosen in this research 
Because of the reasons that explained above, the writer is interested in 
conducting a research using Black Swan as the material object to find out the 
behavioral changing happened by Nina entitled “Obsession for Perfection in 
Black Swan Movie: A Psychoanalytic Perspective” 
 
B. Problem Statement 
1. What is the indicator and the effect of the obsession for perfection that 
Nina Experienced? 
2. How are the depiction of obsession for perfection in Black Swan 
movie? 






C. Objectives of The Study 
1. To describe what is the indicator and the effect of the obsession for the 
perfection experienced by Nina 
2. To explain the depiction of obsession for perfection in Black Swan 
movie  
3. To reveal several reasons why obsession for perfection become the 
biggest issue in Black Swan Movie 
 
D. Benefit of The Study 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
a. For researcher, hopefully this result of the research can be a 
guidance and a reference to conduct such kind of research.   
b. For reader, hopefully this result of the research could increase 
reader’s knowledge about what is the effect for trying to be perfect 
2. Practical benefit 
The result of this study hopefully enriches people understanding about 
Obsession for perfection in real life 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
